Declining Genital Warts in Young Women in England Associated With HPV 16/18 Vaccination: An Ecological Study
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Background. Diagnoses of genital warts (GW) in genitourinary medicine (GUM) clinics have been increasing in England for many years. In 2008, an HPV immunization program began with a bivalent vaccine (Cervarix). This was expected to markedly reduce infections and disease due to human papillomavirus (HPV) 16/18 but not HPV 6/11 infections or disease. However, from 2009 to 2011 there were decreases in reported diagnoses of GW in young females at GUM clinics.

Methods. Using data from GUM clinics and a sample of general practices (GPs) throughout England, we analyzed rates of GW diagnoses by age, year of diagnosis, and estimated immunization coverage.

Results. The overall reduction in GW diagnoses at GUM clinics between 2008 and 2011 was 13.3% among 16- to 19-year-old females, with the greatest decline of 20.8% in 17-year-olds. Declines were positively associated with estimated immunization coverage. A similar pattern was seen in GP diagnoses, but not among older women, and for other GUM consultations.

Conclusions. Several factors might contribute to declines in GW. However, the size and pattern of the declines strongly suggest that we are observing an unexpected, moderately protective effect of HPV 16/18 vaccination against GW.
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The annual rate of genital warts (GW) cases diagnosed in genitourinary medicine (GUM) clinics in England has, for the most part, been increasing since the early 1970s [1, 2]. A lessening in the rate of increase was observed between 1987 and 1995 and was associated with AIDS awareness campaigns [3]. However, in 2009 there was a slight but notable decrease in diagnoses in females reported by GUM clinics, from 37 062 in 2008 to 35 925 in 2009, which has continued into 2010 and 2011 (<35 000). The decline was confined to young women and was not seen for other sexually transmitted infections (STIs) [4].

The United Kingdom was the first country to introduce a national human papillomavirus (HPV) immunization program using the bivalent HPV 16/18 vaccine (Cervarix; GlaxoSmithKline). Beginning in September 2008, the vaccine has been provided free of charge to girls aged 12–13 years (routine cohort), with catch-up to females up to age 18 years. The program has attained wide coverage, with reported 3-dose coverage in the routine cohorts of more than 80% and approximately 40% or greater in the oldest catch-up cohorts [5].

Both the bivalent HPV 16/18 and the quadrivalent HPV 6/11/16/18 (Gardasil; Merck) vaccines have been shown in clinical trials to be highly effective in preventing high-grade cervical disease caused by HPV 16/18 and by several other closely related HPV types (within the A9 and A7 alpha species) [6]. Clinical trials of the quadrivalent vaccine have shown it to be highly effective in preventing GW, the majority of which are caused...
by HPV 6 or 11 [7]. In Australia, where an HPV immunization program using the quadrivalent vaccine started in 2007, a consequent substantial decrease in GW was demonstrated [8]. No impact on GW was anticipated from the use of the bivalent vaccine in the immunization program in England [9].

There is some biological plausibility for broad cross-protection from the bivalent vaccine [10, 11]. Recent post hoc analysis of the PATRICIA (Papilloma TRIal against Cancer In young Adults) trial has shown moderate efficacy for the bivalent vaccine against persistent infection with a number of low-risk HPV types [12]. We report ecological analyses to investigate associations between the rate of GW diagnoses in young women and of other STI diagnoses at GUM clinics and coverage of bivalent HPV 16/18 immunization during the 3 years after its introduction in England.

METHODS

Data Sources

HPV Vaccination Coverage

Data on 3-dose coverage achieved by the National HPV Immunisation Programme for each academic year (September to August) and Primary Care Trust (PCT) were obtained from published reports [5, 13] and used to estimate coverage by calendar year of birth and age. For simplicity, we attributed the 3-dose coverage achieved for each academic cohort of girls (September intake) to the following January, that is, slightly overestimating the average 3-dose coverage within each calendar year, as the third dose would not actually have been received until February/March.

Genital Warts

GUM Data. All attendances for care (such as testing for chlamydia and other STIs) and diagnoses of STIs made at GUM clinics in England are reported to Public Health England (formerly the Health Protection Agency) [14]. Before 2008, data were reported by clinics as aggregated counts by reason of attendance, age group (for selected STIs), and gender. Since 2008 (comprehensively since 2009), clinics have reported disaggregated data including age in years, gender, and PCT of residence for each patient attendance [15].

We extracted the aggregated counts of first GW diagnoses in females and males for the age groups 15–19 years and 20–24 years from 2002 onward and counts of first GW diagnoses in females and males aged 15–24 years by age and PCT of residence from the subset of clinics that reported disaggregated data since 2008 (171 of 212 clinics). Counts were adjusted for the sampling restriction by multiplying by 1/the proportion of all reported patients in 2010 and 2011 who attended this subset of clinics (1/0.855).

Data were analyzed for the whole of England and at the PCT level. For the PCT-level analysis, 28 PCTs were excluded because in 2011 >20% of patients seen in clinics were not included in the aggregate dataset. An additional 3 PCTs were excluded because of incomplete immunization coverage data (where catch-up immunization was conducted after data were published), leaving 121 PCTs included in this analysis.

Estimates of annual GUM diagnoses rates per 100,000 population were calculated using mid-year population denominators for 2008, 2009, and 2010 (also used for 2011) [16]. Exact Poisson confidence intervals were calculated for incidence rates at 95%.

GP Data. The United Kingdom Clinical Practice Research Datalink (CPRD) includes the world’s largest quality-assured database of anonymized longitudinal medical records from general practice (CPRD Gold, formerly the GPRD). The dataset covers approximately 8% of the UK population and is broadly demographically representative [17]. Only data from practices that comply with specific quality measures, defined by the CPRD and based on the overall consistency and completeness of data provided, are included.

Data for first diagnosis of GW in females aged 14–24 years were extracted from CPRD Gold for 2008–2011. GW diagnoses were defined by Read codes as in a previous study [18]. Only the first coding for GW for each patient in the dataset was included in the analysis. Population denominators were counts of all 14- to 24-year-old females registered with a CPRD practice each year.

Other STIs. Data were also extracted for chlamydia screening and chlamydia, gonorrhea, and herpes simplex virus (HSV) diagnoses in GUM clinics for females aged 15–24 years in the same way as for GW diagnoses in GUM clinics as described above.

Data Analysis

HPV immunization status is not recorded in GUM records. To investigate the association between GW diagnoses and immunization coverage, we assumed that age-specific HPV immunization coverage estimates applied to the GUM patient population. With England-level aggregate data, we used negative binomial regression modeling (due to overdispersion of data, Poisson regression modeling was not appropriate) to estimate the incidence rate ratio (IRR) of GW diagnoses associated with year of diagnosis, age group, and HPV immunization coverage using data from 2002 to 2011. To consider the variation in HPV immunization coverage by PCT, we modeled PCT-level data for 2008–2011 to estimate the IRR of GW diagnoses rates associated with coverage and age, adjusted for chlamydia diagnoses rates (to represent shifting service use) and PCT of residence. Vaccine effectiveness (VE) against GW was estimated using the formula VE = 1 – IRR.

Analyses were conducted using Stata 11.1.

RESULTS

Association Between GW Diagnoses and HPV Coverage

England-Level Data

From 2002 to 2011, rates of GW diagnoses in GUM clinics increased significantly with year of diagnosis for males and
females of both 15- to 19-year-old and 20- to 24-year-old age groups (Figure 1). The IRR for GW for year of diagnosis was 1.05 (95% confidence interval [CI], 1.04–1.05) in 15- to 19-year-old females, 1.01 (95% CI, 1.01–1.02) in 20- to 24-year-old females, and 1.02 (95% CI, 1.01–1.03) in 15- to 24-year-old males. In 2009, the rates of GW diagnoses among females decreased for both age groups, and, concurrent with marked increases in HPV immunization coverage, GW rates continued to decline in 2010 and 2011 in 15- to 19-year-old females. The IRR associated with estimated immunization coverage of 15- to 19-year-old females, adjusted for year of diagnosis, was 0.66 (95% CI, 0.62–0.71), giving a VE estimate of 34% (95% CI, 29%–38%).

Rates of GW diagnoses in females, at GUM clinics and by general practitioners (GPs), by age from 2008 to 2011, together with the estimated coverage of the national HPV immunization program in England, are shown in Figure 2A. The overall reduction in GW diagnoses at GUM clinics between 2008 and 2011 was 13.3% among 16- to 19-year-olds. The greatest decline (20.8%) was in 17-year-olds, for whom vaccine coverage in 2011 was estimated at 64%. The data from GPs show no evidence of an increase that could be compensating for the decrease from GUM clinics, rather the data reflect the pattern seen at GUM clinics. The unadjusted and adjusted IRR of GW diagnoses at GUM clinics associated with coverage are given, by age, in Table 1. The data show the IRR of GW in vaccinated compared with unvaccinated female cohorts to be significantly less than 1 (ie, protective effect associated with vaccination) in 15-, 16-, and 17-year-old females, using England-level data.

In males, GW diagnoses declined slightly in 15- to 19-year-olds from 2008 to 2011, and this decline was also significantly associated with HPV vaccination of 15- to 19-year-old females (IRR, 0.70; 95% CI, 0.63–0.78). In 20- to 24-year-old males, as in females, diagnoses rates showed no sustained decline.

PCT-Level Data
Analysis of GW rates for 15- to 20-year-olds and of immunization coverage at the PCT level found the IRR for HPV vaccination to be 0.83 (95% CI, 0.77–0.90) and hence the VE estimate to be 16.9% (95% CI, 9.9%–23.4%). Inclusion of an interaction between age and coverage did not improve the model significantly; however, with inclusion of this interaction term, the pattern of VE by age was similar to that seen in the England-level analysis.

Trends in GUM Clinic Attendance for Reasons Other Than GW

Figure 2B shows the rates of chlamydia, gonorrhea, and HSV diagnoses among young females; these rates are comparable to those for GW shown in Figure 2A. There was a decline in the rates of chlamydia and gonorrhea diagnoses in females aged <20 years between 2008 and 2010, then there were flat or increasing rates to 2011. Rates of HSV diagnoses declined between 2008 and 2009 for late teens before increasing from 2009. Rates of HSV diagnoses in women aged >20 years increased each year.

DISCUSSION
The United Kingdom is the first country to deliver a high-uptake national immunization program using the bivalent
HPV vaccine, thus offering the first chance to observe the effects of widespread use of this vaccine at the population level. One unexpected event that was curiously concurrent with bivalent immunization in England was a moderate decrease in the rate of GW diagnoses among females in the age range eligible for immunization and a smaller decrease among same-aged males. Our ecological analysis of variations in immunization coverage by year and PCT suggest that this decrease in GW in young females may be associated with bivalent HPV immunization.

Figure 2.  (A) Rates of first genital wart diagnosis in females (with error bars showing 95% confidence intervals) and human papillomavirus immunization coverage in England, by age and year. (B) Rates of diagnosis for human simplex virus, Neisseria gonorrhoeae, and chlamydia in genitourinary medicine clinics and HPV immunization coverage in England, by year and age. Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; CT, Chlamydia trachomatis; GP, general practitioner; GUM, genitourinary medicine; HPV, human papillomavirus; HSV, human simplex virus.
This study made use of England’s comprehensive surveillance system for STIs in GUM clinics. These clinics see approximately 95% of individuals in England with GW [18]. After application of our data quality criteria, our analysis included approximately 85% of GUM clinic attendances for GW between 2008 and 2011. In addition, we accessed data on GP consultations for a representative sample of the population to check for potential shifts in service use by patients with GW from GUM clinics to GPs. However, it is possible that trends in GW diagnosed only in other healthcare services that did not report to PHE over this time period, such as community contraception and sexual health services [19], could have been different. Also, some cases of recurrent GW may have been included due to coding errors in GUM clinic data and limited clinical history in the GP data.

We used estimates of HPV immunization coverage from administrative data collected by the HPV Immunisation Programme. While these data are complete and of high quality for the total population, it is possible that they do not reflect coverage in those who attend GUM clinics. Furthermore, this measurement error may vary by age. For example, if the probability of receiving HPV immunisation is associated with socioeconomic status [20] and GW is more strongly associated with lower socio-economic status in younger girls, the population coverage estimates may be less accurate for younger girls attending GUM than for older girls.

Using data submitted from 2002 to 2011, we were able to investigate the secular trends in GW diagnoses prior to the introduction of the national HPV immunization program, albeit limited to available age groupings. Variations in preimmunization rates of GW by PCT of residence were not available for analysis, as collection of patient residence data from GUM clinics began in the same year as HPV immunization in the UK (2008).

A number of factors could explain some or all of the observed decreases in GW that could not be formally included in our analysis. These are described in the following paragraphs.

### Use of Quadrivalent HPV 16/18/6/11 Vaccine

The quadrivalent HPV 16/18/6/11 vaccine is highly effective against GW, and the impact of its use on GW diagnoses in STI clinics in Australia has been reported [8]. The quadrivalent vaccine is available for purchase within the United Kingdom and can be prescribed on the National Health Service (NHS) in certain circumstances. Prescribing data from the NHS Business Services Authority show that 8300, 10 200, 5200, and 3700 doses of the quadrivalent vaccine were prescribed by the NHS in 2008, 2009, 2010, and 2011, respectively. This likely underestimates the use of this vaccine, as the system does not capture private healthcare for which data are not available. For quadrivalent vaccine use in England to fully explain the observed decline in GW in young females via direct vaccine-induced protection, the uptake would have to be similar to the decrease, that is, 14%–34% of the population within specific birth cohorts, implying use of approximately 125 000–300 000 doses for a single birth cohort. This percentage could be slightly lower if private uptake of the quadrivalent vaccine was biased toward higher-risk but, as yet, uninfected females. However, anecdotally we understand there has been demand for this vaccine among men and women who are older than those included in the catch-up program. Also, given the high cost of private immunization, it seems very unlikely that the vaccine was used this heavily among those who are eligible for free

### Table 1. Incidence Rate Ratios of Genital Warts Diagnoses in Females in Vaccinated Compared With Unvaccinated Female Cohorts, by Age, Adjusted for Chlamydia Diagnoses Rates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age, y</th>
<th>England-level Analysis</th>
<th>PCT-level Analysis</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n</td>
<td>IRR (95% CI)</td>
<td>Adjusted[^a] IRR (95% CI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1731/1 212 679</td>
<td>0.83 (.73, .95)</td>
<td>0.84 (.74, .95)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>4792/1 247 308</td>
<td>0.81 (.73, .89)</td>
<td>0.84 (.77, .91)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>9233/1 278 085</td>
<td>0.69 (.62, .76)</td>
<td>0.78 (.71, .86)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>12 586/1 314 995</td>
<td>0.73 (.65, .83)</td>
<td>0.89 (.79, 1.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>14 684/1 344 061</td>
<td>0.97 (.86, 1.09)</td>
<td>1.10 (1.00, 1.21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>13 860/1 358 690</td>
<td>0.90 (.74, 1.10)</td>
<td>0.99 (.86, 1.14)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Negative binomial regression modeling was used to estimate the IRR of GW diagnoses associated with age group and human papillomavirus immunization coverage.

Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; GW, genital warts; IRR, incidence rate ratio; PCT, primary care trust.

[^a] Adjusted for chlamydia diagnoses rate.
[^b] Adjusted for PCT.
[^c] Adjusted for chlamydia diagnoses rate and PCT.
immunization with the bivalent vaccine or among the higher-risk groups. However, private use of the quadrivalent vaccine among young males could be a plausible alternative explanation for the small declines in GW in young males.

Theoretically, we could also expect some indirect protection of UK residents from widespread use of the quadrivalent vaccine in countries with frequent travel to and from the United Kingdom. However, the impact of this herd immunity is likely to be relatively small, and we would expect it to be at least equally strong among males and to impact more on individuals who are slightly older for whom travel abroad is more common.

Changes in Use of GUM Services
The large increase in chlamydia screening of young people over the last few years and specific targets for testing outside of GUM clinics (introduced in 2008/2009) have resulted in a shift of chlamydia testing to community healthcare and nonhealthcare settings [21]. This may be responsible, at least in part, for the declines in chlamydia diagnoses in young women, although the number of tests performed in GUM clinics has not declined. Such a shift in diagnoses away from GUM clinics may have led, inadvertently, to a reduction in opportunistic GW diagnoses on attendance for chlamydia screening at GUM clinics in proportion with reduced chlamydia diagnoses. However, our analyses, which included chlamydia diagnoses as an independent variable, found the association with HPV immunization to remain significant. Moreover, for the decline in GW diagnoses to be a direct consequence of reduced chlamydia diagnoses, the overlapping risks for and occurrence of these 2 diagnoses would need to be higher than other evidence suggests [22]. The lack of a compensating increase in GP diagnoses of GW also argues against this.

Improvements in Sexual Health
It has been argued that sexual behavior might change as a result of the offer or receipt of HPV immunization. There have been concerns voiced about the possible risk of HPV vaccination leading to a false sense of protection against STIs and subsequent disinhibition of sexual behaviors, leading indirectly to higher rates of STIs and unwanted pregnancies. The reverse is also possible as increased awareness of the potential consequences of STIs and health education messages received in addition to immunization could result in reduced risk-taking behaviors among vaccinated females. However, there is little evidence to suggest that sexual behaviors are affected either way by HPV immunization [23]. There may have been other causes of changes in sexual behavior in females at this age, although none are known or evident in data for other STIs.

Direct Protection From the Bivalent Vaccine
Biological plausibility is required for discussion of the possible direct impact of the bivalent vaccine on GW. The extent to which HPV 16/18 cause GW, either directly or synergistically by interaction with HPV 6/11, is unclear. Two studies found HPV 16/18 in a substantial proportion of GWs. Sturegard et al found HPV16/18 in 49/296 (17%) of GW, in half of which HPV 16/18 was the only type [24]. Ball et al found HPV 16/18 in 11/31 (35%) of GW, although only 1 sample was negative for both types 6 and 11 [25]. If HPV types 16/18 have a direct role in causing up to 10% of GW, which seems to be an upper plausible limit, at most a 5% decline in GW among young females (given the immunization coverage achieved) might be expected due to direct protection against HPV 16/18–associated GW.

Data on vaccine efficacy against persistent infection with low-risk HPV types has been released recently from a clinical trial of the bivalent vaccine. Post hoc analyses have shown a VE against types 6/11 of 34.5% (95% CI, 11.3–51.8) among women who are DNA negative for HPV at trial entry [12]. The mechanism of this partial protection is not clear, although some studies of T-cell responses are consistent with some HPV 6/11 efficacy from the bivalent vaccine. This could explain the decline we have seen, given the age at immunization and coverage of females in England to date. If so, we would expect slightly greater declines in years to come when girls immunized at age 12 years with >80% coverage reach ages of risk for GW. However, in September 2012 the UK HPV immunization program changed to using the quadrivalent vaccine, and we expect to see a further and much greater reduction in GW when girls who receive this vaccine reach sexually active ages (around 2016/2017).

While several factors might contribute to the observed declines in GW, it seems likely that we are observing some direct protection from bivalent immunization. We are conducting a case-control study of GW cases among females targeted for bivalent vaccination in England to investigate this further. To the extent that the bivalent vaccine does prevent GW (and possibly associated Recurrent Respiratory Papillomatosis [RRP]), this would improve the cost effectiveness of immunization programs that use this vaccine. Better understanding of the mechanism of this partial protection may help improve our understanding of how HPV vaccines confer protection.
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